Code is a team nomination. Its subject area includes wireless and fixed
networks, smartphone, data centers, virtualization, cloud, apps, video
surveillance systems etc.

Huawei Russian Research Centers provide Huawei marathon
matches. Subject area of matches includes wireless and fixed networks,
smartphone, data centers, virtualization, cloud, apps, video
surveillance systems etc. Within the Code nomination, participants are
encouraged to try their hands in solving the Huawei marathon matches
tasks.
The Code Nomination aim is to find talented researchers for:
• Construction of mathematical models
• Formulation of new and searching methods of solving the existing
problems
• Programming (Matlab, C++, Python, FPGA etc)
Code is team nomination from 1 to 3 people in the team. The work
assumes research activity. It's important to set ourselves tasks
independently, to determine the prospects of methods for solving these
problems. English language can be developed during participation in
Huawei Marathon Matches.
The link for registration, as well as information about the Huawei
marathon matches' schedule, rules, evaluation of results and prizes will
be published later.
Participation in the project opens new educational and career
opportunities for students and educational institutions. You can learn
about the development prospects for students with Huawei here.
Attention: By participating in this nomination, you acknowledge the
agreement with the terms of participation and copyright provisions.

Conditions for participants and Copyright
We can accept results of participants with age started from 14 years
old. Consent of parents or other legal representatives of the minor
participant of tournament on alienation of intellectual property rights
on the specified below conditions is presumed.
The organizer has the right to change the schedule of the match and
disqualify participants: who provided incorrect information during
registration; participants who have a personal contract with the
Huawei, relatives and members of their families; participants who use
plagiarism.
In accordance with the relevant laws and regulations, Huawei believes
that the participants have made the following non-refundable
statements about the decisions sent during the tournament:
The presented solutions are original and the participants of the match
do not violate any intellectual rights, such as the rights to the results of
intellectual activity, copyright and trademark. The solutions presented
have not been published in any media, such as Newspapers,
magazines and websites, including open source communities. The
presented solutions have no patents and are not copyrighted, have
not been presented at other tournaments, have not been put into
production. Match participants ensure that they have never
participated in other tournaments with the solutions presented.
Otherwise, Huawei has the right to disqualify the participant at any
stage of the match and has the right to carry out the necessary legal
actions. The copyright for the solutions of the participants is transferred
to Huawei and the company has the right to: modify, sell, demonstrate,
publish, promote and open the source code of the solution.
Participants are responsible for all disputes arising about rights,
reputation, privacy, trademarks and copyrights.

